Above Ground Pool Vacuum

Put the Power of a Dirt Devil® in Your Pool.

www.glipoolproducts.com
The Hottest Name in Pool Cleaning
Dirt Devil®, the most recognized name in home vacuuming, brings you the D2500™ Above Ground Pool Vacuum. Now, you can have the power to clean your above ground pool efficiently and inexpensively. No other automatic pool cleaner has this kind of power. Tell your Dirt Devil® Automatic Pool Vacuum dealer or pool professional you want a Dirt Devil® in your pool.

Powerful Two-Year Warranty
The Dirt Devil® D2500™ Pool Vacuum is so reliable and well built, it comes with a two-year limited warranty. It's the name you can trust to keep on cleaning day after day, year after year.

All the Power You Need to Clean Your Pool
This top-of-the-line Dirt Devil® has the power to clean your above ground pool from top to bottom automatically. Its suction power picks up everything from dirt and bugs to pebbles and twigs, so you can spend time enjoying your pool instead of cleaning it.

Installs in No Time
You don’t need any tools with the D2500™ Pool Vacuum. It can be installed with ease in minutes. Just attach the disc and hose and put the vacuum in your pool. It will do the cleaning so you can spend the day swimming.

Designed to Work in Your Pool
Regardless of the shape, size or construction of your above ground pool*, the Dirt Devil® D2500™ Pool Vacuum can clean it. No electricity is needed. It gets its power from your pool's own pump and filtration system. It's easy to install, easy to service and lasts longer than other pool cleaners. And with our Unifram™ technology, there are no wheels to jam, no gears to break and simply no hassle.

*Not recommended for soft sided pools.

Intelligent Specifications
If your pool is larger than 24' round, you may need to purchase additional hose sections. The need for additional hose will in larger part be determined by the location of your pool’s skimmer.
Please contact your pool professional to match lengths of hose with your pool.

Intelligent Benefits
- Able to vacuum all types of steel, aluminum or wood walls of above ground pools, regardless of size, shape or construction
- Easily installs in minutes
- Cleans fast with minimal sound
- No need for electricity - the vacuum attaches to your existing filtration system
- No wheels to jam, bags to empty or gears that can break
- Includes 32' (12 meters) of pre-engineered hoses to cover most pool sizes
- Custom-engineered Unifram™ Cleaning Technology for quiet, quick-cleaning patterns
- Hydrodynamic Design for smooth transition from the bottom to walls
- Includes ladder guard for unimpeded performance
- Best of all, it's a Dirt Devil®

Get the Power of a Dirt Devil® Today.
For more information on the D2500™ Above Ground Pool Vacuum, ask your pool professional, or call Dirt Devil® toll free at 1-800-448-2343 or visit www.glipoolproducts.com.